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Fast, Accurate and Flexible Algorithms for Dense Subtensor Mining

KIJUNG SHIN, BRYAN HOOI and CHRISTOS FALOUTSOS, Carnegie Mellon University

Given a large-scale and high-order tensor, how can we detect dense subtensors in it? Can we spot them in
near-linear time but with quality guarantees? Extensive previous work has shown that dense subtensors,
as well as dense subgraphs, indicate anomalous or fraudulent behavior (e.g., lockstep behavior in social
networks). However, available algorithms for detecting dense subtensors are not satisfactory in terms of
speed, accuracy, and flexibility. In this work, we propose two algorithms, called M-ZOOM and M-BIZ, for fast
and accurate dense-subtensor detection with various density measures. M-ZOOM gives a lower bound on
the density of detected subtensors, while M-BIZ guarantees the local optimality of detected subtensors. M-
ZOOM and M-BIZ can be combined, giving the following advantages: (1) Scalable: scale near-linearly with
all aspects of tensors and are up to 114× faster than state-of-the-art methods with similar accuracy, (2)
Provably accurate: provide a guarantee on the lowest density and local optimality of the subtensors they
find, (3) Flexible: support multi-subtensor detection and size bounds as well as diverse density measures,
and (4) Effective: successfully detected edit wars and bot activities in Wikipedia, and spotted network
attacks from a TCP dump with near-perfect accuracy (AUC=0.98).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Imagine that you manage a social review site (e.g., Yelp) and have the records of which
accounts wrote reviews for which restaurants. How do you detect suspicious lockstep
behavior: for example, a set of accounts which give fake reviews to the same set of
restaurants? What about the case where additional information is present, such as the
timestamp of each review, or the keywords in each review?

Such problems of detecting suspicious lockstep behavior have been extensively stud-
ied from the perspective of dense-subgraph detection. Intuitively, in the above example,
highly synchronized behavior induces dense subgraphs in the bipartite review graph
of accounts and restaurants. Indeed, methods which detect dense subgraphs have been
successfully used to spot fraud in settings ranging from social networks [Beutel et al.
2013; Hooi et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2014a; Jiang et al. 2014b; Shin et al. 2016a], auc-
tions [Pandit et al. 2007], and search engines [Gibson et al. 2005].
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Fig. 1: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ are fast, accurate, and effective. (a) Our meth-
ods were 54× faster with denser subtensors than CROSSSPOT in Korean Wikipedia
Dataset. Moreover, our methods found 24× denser subtensors than CPD. (b) Our meth-
ods identified network attacks with near-perfect accuracy (AUC=0.98). (c) Our methods
spotted edit wars, during which many users (distinguished by colors) edited the same
set of pages hundreds of times within several hours. (d) Our methods spotted bots, and
pages edited hundreds of thousands of times by the bots.

Additional information helps identify suspicious lockstep behavior more accurately.
In the above example, the fact that reviews forming a dense subgraph were also writ-
ten at about the same time, with the same keywords and number of stars, makes the
reviews even more suspicious. A natural and effective way to incorporate such extra
information is to model data as a tensor and find dense subtensors in it [Jiang et al.
2015; Maruhashi et al. 2011].

However, neither existing methods for detecting dense subtensors nor simple exten-
sions of graph-based methods are satisfactory in terms of speed, accuracy, and flexibil-
ity. Especially, the types of fraud detectable by each of the methods are limited since,
explicitly or implicitly, each method is based on only one density metric, which decides
how dense and thus suspicious each subtensor is.

Hence, in this work, we propose M-ZOOM (Multidimensional Zoom) 1 and M-BIZ
(Multidimensional Bi-directional Zoom), which are general and flexible algorithms for
detecting dense subtensors. They allow for a broad class of density metrics, in addition
to having the following strengths:

— Scalable: Our methods are up to 114× faster than state-of-the-art methods with
similar accuracy (Figure 5) thanks to their near-linear scalability with all aspects of
tensors (Figure 7).

1The preliminary version of M-ZOOM appeared in [Shin et al. 2016b].
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Table I: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ are flexible. Comparison between M-ZOOM, M-BIZ,
and other methods for dense-subtensor detection. 3represents ‘supported’.
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Data Graph 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Tensor 3 3 3 3 3 3

Density
Measure

Average Mass (ρari) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Average Mass (ρgeo) 3 3 3 3

Entry Surplus 3 3 3 3 3
Suspiciousness 3 3 3 3

Accuracy
Guarantee

Approximation Ratio 3 3 3 3 3
Local Optimality 3 3 3 3

Features Multiple Subtensors 3 3 3 3 3 3
Size Bounds 3 3 3 3

— Provably accurate: Our methods provide a guarantee on the lowest density and lo-
cal optimality of subtensors they find (Theorems 3 and 5). In addition, they show high
accuracy similar to state-of-the-art methods, in real-world datasets (Figure 1(a)).

— Flexible: Our methods work successfully with high-order tensors and support vari-
ous density measures, multi-subtensor detection, and size bounds (Table I).

— Effective: Our methods successfully detected edit wars and bot activities in
Wikipedia (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)), and detected network attacks with near-perfect
accuracy (AUC=0.98) from a TCP dump (Figure 1(b)).

Reproducibility: The source code and data used in the paper are available at http:
//www.cs.cmu.edu/∼kijungs/codes/mzoom/.

In Section 2, we present preliminaries and problem definitions. Our proposed meth-
ods, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ, are described in Section 3 and Section 4. In Section 5, we
present experimental results. After discussing related work in Section 6, we draw con-
clusions in Section 7. In Appendix, we give detailed proofs and additional experiments.

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we introduce definitions and notations used in the paper. We also dis-
cuss density measures and give the formal definitions of our problems.

2.1. Definitions and Notations
Table II lists the symbols frequently used in the paper. We use [x] = {1, 2..., x} for
brevity. Let R(A1, A2, ..., AN , X) be a relation with N dimension attributes A1, A2, ...,
AN , and a nonnegative measure attribute X (see Example 1 for a running example
and its pictorial description). For each tuple t in R and for each dimension n ∈ [N ], the
value of An in t is denoted by t[An], and the value of X in t is denoted by t[X]. For each
dimension n ∈ [N ], we use Rn = {t[An] : t ∈ R} to denote the set of distinct values of An
in R. The relation R can be represented as an N -way tensor. In the tensor, each n-th
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Table II: Table of symbols.

Symbol Definition
R(A1, A2, ..., AN , X) a relation with N dimension attributes and a measure attribute

N number of dimension attributes in a relation
An n-th dimension attribute in R
X measure attribute in R

t[An] (or t[X]) value of attribute An (or X) in tuple t
B a subtensor in R

ρ(B,R) density of subtensor B in R
Rn (or Bn) set of distinct values of An in R (or B)
R(a, n) set of tuples with attribute An = a in R

MR (or mass(R)) mass of R
SR (or size(R)) size of R

VR (or volume(R)) volume of R
k number of subtensors we aim to find

∂B,R boundary of subtensor B in R (defined in Section 4.1)
∂B,R(a, n) set of tuples with attribute An = a in ∂B,R (defined in Section 4.1)

[x] {1, 2..., x}

User Item Date Count
Alice I Mar-11 3
Alice J Mar-11 4
Bob I Mar-11 5
Bob J Mar-11 7
Carol K Mar-12 1… … … …

(a) Relation R

ItemI     J     K

Alice

Bob

Carol

U
se
r

Mar-12
Mar-11

1      0     3

0

1

3     4     0

5     7     0

1     0     1

(b) Tensor Representation of R

Fig. 2: Pictorial description of Example 1. (a) Relation R (Purchase) where the colored
tuples compose subtensor B. (b) Tensor representation of R where B forms a subtensor.

mode has length |Rn|, and each cell has the value of attribute X, if the corresponding
tuple exists, and 0 otherwise. Let Bn be a subset of Rn. Then, we define a subtensor
B(A1, A2, ..., AN , X) = {t ∈ R : ∀n ∈ [N ], t[An] ∈ Bn}, i.e., the set of tuples where each
dimension attribute An has a value in Bn. B is called ‘subtensor’ because it forms a
subtensor where each n-th mode has length |Bn| in the tensor representation of R. For
each relation R, the set of tuples in R with attribute An = a is denoted by R(a, n) =
{t ∈ R : t[An] = a}. We also define the mass of R as MR = mass(R) =

∑
t∈R t[X] (i.e.,

the sum of the values of attribute X in R), the size of R as SR = size(R) =
∑N
n=1 |Rn|,

and the volume of R as VR = volume(R) =
∏N
n=1 |Rn|.

Example 1 (Purchase History). Let R = Purchase(user, item, date, count) depicted in
Figure 2a. Each tuple (u, i, d, c) in R indicates that user u purchased c units of item i on
date d. The first three attributes A1 = user, A2 = item, and A3 = date are dimension
attributes, and the other one X = count is the measure attribute. Let B1 = {‘Alice’,
‘Bob’}, B2 = {‘I’,‘J’}, and B3 = {Mar-11}. Then, B is the set of tuples regarding the
purchases by ‘Alice’ or ‘Bob’ on ‘I’ or ‘J’ on Mar-11, and its mass MB = 19, which is the
total units sold by such purchases. Likewise, MB(user, ‘Alice’) = mass(B(user, ‘Alice’)) = 7,
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which is the total units of ‘I’ or ‘J’ purchased exactly by ‘Alice’ on Mar-11. In the tensor
representation, B composes a subtensor in R, as depicted in Figure 2b.

2.2. Density Measures
In this paper, we consider four specific density measures although our methods are not
restricted to them. Among them, arithmetic average mass (Definition 1) and geometric
average mass (Definition 2) are multi-dimensional extensions of average degree mea-
sures, which have been widely used for dense-subgraph detection. The merits of each
average degree measure are discussed in [Charikar 2000; Kannan and Vinay 1999],
and extensive research based on them is discussed in Section 6.

Definition 1 (Arithmetic Average Mass [Charikar 2000]). The arithmetic average
mass of a subtensor B of a relation R is defined as ρari(B,R) := MB/(SB/N).

Definition 2 (Geometric Average Mass [Charikar 2000]). The geometric average mass
of a subtensor B of a relation R is defined as ρgeo(B,R) := MB/V

(1/N)
B .

Another density measure is entry surplus (Definition 3), defined as the observed
mass of B subtracted by α times the mass expected under the assumption that the
value of each cell (in the tensor representation) in R is i.i.d. Entry surplus is a multi-
dimensional extension of edge surplus, defined in graphs [Tsourakakis et al. 2013].
Subtensors with high entry surplus are configurable by adjusting α. With high α val-
ues, relatively small compact subtensors have higher entry surplus than large sparse
subtensors, while the opposite happens with small α values. We show this trend exper-
imentally in Appendix C.2.

Definition 3 (Entry Surplus [Tsourakakis et al. 2013]). The entry surplus of a sub-
tensor B of a relation R is defined as ρes(α)(B,R) := MB − αMR(VB/VR), where α is a
constant.

The other density measure is suspiciousness (Definition 4), defined as the negative
log likelihood that a subtensor with the same volume of B has mass MB under the
assumption that the value on each cell (in the tensor representation) of R is i.i.d. from
a Poisson Distribution. This proved useful in fraud detection [Jiang et al. 2015].

Definition 4 (Suspiciousness [Jiang et al. 2015]). The suspiciousness of a subtensor
B of a relation R is defined as ρsusp(B,R) := MB(log(MB/MR) − 1) + MRVB/VR −
MB log(VB/VR).

Our methods, however, are not restricted to the four measures mentioned above.
Our methods, which search for dense subtensors, allow for any density measure ρ that
satisfies Axiom 1, which any reasonable density measure should satisfy.

Axiom 1 (Density Axiom). If two subtensors of a relation have the same cardinality for
every dimension attribute, the subtensor with higher or equal mass is at least as dense
as the other one. Formally,

|Bn| = |B′n|,∀n ∈ [N ] and MB ≥MB′ ⇒ ρ(B,R) ≥ ρ(B′,R).

2.3. Problem Definition
We formally define the problem of detecting the k densest subtensors in a tensor.

Problem 1 (Top-k Densest Subtensors). (1) Given: a relation R, the number of sub-
tensors k, and a density measure ρ, (2) Find: k distinct subtensors of R with the highest
densities in terms of ρ.
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We also consider a variant of Problem 1 that incorporates lower and upper bounds on
the size of the detected subtensors. This is particularly useful if the unrestricted dens-
est subtensors are not meaningful due to being too small (e.g. a single tuple) or too
large (e.g. the entire tensor). For example, consider dense subtensors in a TCP dump,
which indicate suspicious TCP connections. If the unrestricted densest subtensors are
too large, it is costly for security experts who monitor the network to investigate all
the suspicious connections in the large subtensors. In such a case, upper bounding the
size of dense subtensors can direct the attention of the experts to a smaller number of
connections that are more suspicious. On the other hand, if the unrestricted densest
subtensors are small, after investigating the connections in the small subtensors, ex-
perts can further investigate larger but sparser subtensors obtained by lower bounding
the size of dense subtensors.

Problem 2 (Top-k Densest Subtensors with Size Bounds). (1) Given: a relation R, the
number of subtensors k, a density measure ρ, a lower size bound Smin, and an upper
size bound Smax, (2) Find: k distinct subtensors of R with the highest densities in terms
of ρ (3) Among: subtensors whose sizes are at least Smin and at most Smax.

Even when we restrict our attention to a special case (N=2, k=1, ρ=ρari, Smin=Smax),
exactly solving Problems 1 and 2 takes O(S6

R) time [Goldberg 1984] and is NP-hard
[Andersen and Chellapilla 2009], resp., which are infeasible for large datasets. Thus,
in this work, we focus on approximate algorithms that (a) have near-linear scalability
with all aspects of R, (b) provide accuracy guarantees at least for some density mea-
sures, and (c) produce meaningful results in real-world tensors, as explained in detail
in Sections 3 and 4.

3. PROPOSED METHOD: M-ZOOM (MULTIDIMENSIONAL ZOOM)
In this section, we propose M-ZOOM (Multidimensional Zoom), a fast, accurate, and
flexible method for finding dense subtensors. We present the details of M-ZOOM in
Section 3.1 and discuss its efficient implementation in Section 3.2. Then, we analyze
its time complexity, space complexity, and accuracy guarantees in Section 3.3.

3.1. Algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the outline of M-ZOOM. M-ZOOM first copies the given relation
R and assigns it to Rori (line 1). Then, M-ZOOM finds k dense subtensors one by one
from R (line 4). After finding each subtensor from R, M-ZOOM removes the tuples in
the subtensor from R so that the same subtensor is not found repeatedly (line 5). Due
to these changes in R, a subtensor found in R is not necessarily a subtensor of the
original relation Rori. Thus, instead of returning the subtensors found in R, M-ZOOM
returns the subtensors of Rori consisting of the same attribute values with the found
subtensors (lines 6-7). This also enables M-ZOOM to find overlapped subtensors, i.e., a
tuple can be included in two or more subtensors.

Algorithm 2 and Figure 3 describe how M-ZOOM finds a single dense subtensor from
the given relation R. The subtensor B is initialized to R (lines 1-2). From B, M-ZOOM
removes attribute values one by one in a greedy way until no attribute value is left
(line 4). Specifically, M-ZOOM finds a dimension n− ∈ [N ] and a value a− ∈ Bn which
are n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ Bn maximizing ρ(B − B(a, n),R) (i.e., density when tuples with
An = a are removed from B) (line 7). Then, the attribute value a− and the tuples with
An− = a− are removed from Bn− and B, respectively (lines 8-9). Before removing each
attribute value, M-ZOOM adds the current B to the snapshot list if B satisfies the size
bounds (i.e., Smin ≤ SB ≤ Smax) (lines 5-6). The final step of finding a subtensor is to
return the subtensor densest among those in the snapshot list (line 10).
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Algorithm 1: Common Outline of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

Input : relation: R, number of subtensors: k, density measure: ρ,
lower size bound: Smin, upper size bound: Smax

Output: k dense subtensors
1 Rori ← copy(R)
2 results← ∅
3 for i← 1..k do
4 B← find single subtensor(R, ρ, Smin, Smax) B see Algorithm 2
5 R← R−B

6 Bori ← {t ∈ Rori : ∀n ∈ [N ], t[An] ∈ Bn}
7 results← results ∪ {Bori}
8 return results

Algorithm 2: find single subtensor in M-ZOOM

Input : relation: R, density measure: ρ, lower size bound: Smin, upper size bound: Smax
Output: a dense subtensor

1 B← copy(R)
2 Bn ← copy(Rn), ∀n ∈ [N ]
3 snapshots← ∅
4 while ∃n ∈ [N ] s.t. Bn 6= ∅ do
5 if B is in size bounds (i.e., Smin ≤ SB ≤ Smax) then
6 snapshots← snapshots ∪ {B}
7 (n−, a−)← n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ Bn maximizing ρ(B−B(a, n),R) B see Algorithm 3
8 B← B−B(a−, n−)

9 Bn− ← Bn− − {a−}
10 return B ∈ snapshots with maximum ρ(B,R)

Algorithm 3: Greedy Selection Using Min-Heaps in M-ZOOM

Input : current subtensor: B, density measure: ρ, min-heaps: {Hmin
n }Nn=1

Output: a dimension and an attribute value to be removed
1 for each dimension n ∈ [N ] do
2 a−n ← attribute value with minimum key in Hmin

n B key=MB(a,n)

3 n− ← n ∈ [N ] maximizing ρ(B−B(a−n , n),R)

4 a− ← a−
n−

5 delete a− from Hmin
n−

6 for each tuple t ∈ B(a−, n−) do
7 for each dimension n ∈ [N ]− {n−} do
8 decrease the key of t[An] in Hmin

n by t[X] B key=MB(t[An],n)

9 return (n−, a−)

3.2. Efficient Implementation of M-ZOOM

In this section, we discuss an efficient implementation of M-ZOOM focusing on greedy
attribute-value selection and densest-subtensor selection.

Attribute-Value Selection Using Min-Heaps. Finding a dimension n ∈ [N ] and a
value a ∈ Bn that maximize ρ(B−B(a, n),R) (line 7 of Algorithm 2) can be computa-
tionally expensive if all possible attribute values (i.e., {(n, a) : n ∈ [N ], a ∈ Bn}) should
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(b) 2nd iteration
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(c) 3rd iteration
(ρari(B,R) = 3.33)
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(d) 4th iteration
(ρari(B,R) = 3.8)
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(e) 5th iteration
(ρari(B,R) = 3)

1      0     3
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3     4     0

5     7     0

1     0     1

(f) 6th iteration
(ρari(B,R) = 2.33)

1      0     3

0

1

3     4     0

5     7     0

1     0     1

(g) 7-9th iterations
(ρari(B,R) = 0)

3     4

5     7

(h) Output of
Algorithm 2

Fig. 3: Pictorial description of Algorithm 2 with tensor R in Example 1. All the invisi-
ble entries of R are zeros. We assume ρ = ρari, Smin = 0, and Smax = SR. The colored
region in each of (a)-(g) shows subtensor B added to snapshots in each iteration. Note
that in each iteration, an attribute value (i.e., a slice in the tensor presentation) is
removed from B so that ρari(B,R) is maximized. (h) shows the output of Algorithm 2,
the subtensor with maximum ρari(B,R) among those in snapshots.

be considered. However, due to Axiom 1, which is assumed to be satisfied by consid-
ered density measures, the number of candidates is reduced to N if MB(a,n) is known
for each dimension n ∈ [N ] and each attribute value a ∈ Bn. Lemma 1 formalizes this.

Lemma 1. If we remove a value of attribute An from Bn, removing a ∈ Bn with mini-
mum MB(a,n) results in the highest density. Formally, for each n ∈ [N ],

MB(a′,n) ≤MB(a,n),∀a ∈ Bn ⇒ ρ(B−B(a′, n),R) ≥ ρ(B−B(a, n),R),∀a ∈ Bn.

Proof. Let B′ = B − B(a′, n) and B′′ = B − B(a, n). Then, |B′n| = |B′′n|,∀n ∈ [N ]. In
addition, MB′ ≥ MB′′ since MB′ = MB −MB(a′,n) ≥ MB −MB(a,n) = MB′′ . Hence, by
Axiom 1, ρ(B−B(a′, n),R) ≥ ρ(B−B(a, n),R). �

By Lemma 1, if we let a−n be a ∈ Bn with minimum MB(a,n), we only have to consider
the dimension and value pairs in {(n, a−n ) : n ∈ [N ]} instead of {(n, a) : n ∈ [N ], a ∈ Bn}
to find the attribute value maximizing density when it is removed. To exploit this, our
implementation of M-ZOOM maintains a min-heap for each attribute An where the
key of each value a ∈ Bn is MB(a,n). This key is updated, which takes O(1) if Fibonacci
Heaps are used as min-heaps, whenever the tuples with the corresponding attribute
value are removed. Algorithm 3 describes in detail how to find the attribute value to be
removed based on these min-heaps, and how to update keys in them. Since Algorithm 3
considers all promising dimension and value pairs (i.e., {(n, a−n )}Nn=1), it guarantees to
find the value that maximizes density when it is removed.
Densest-Subtensor Selection Using Attribute-Value Ordering. As explained in
Section 3.1, M-ZOOM returns the subtensor with maximum density among the snap-
shots of B (line 10 of Algorithm 2). Explicitly maintaining the list of snapshots, whose
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length is at most SR, requires O(N |R|SR) computation and space for copying them.
Even maintaining only the current best (i.e., the one with the highest density so far)
leads to high computational cost if the current best keeps changing. Instead, our imple-
mentation maintains the order by which attribute values are removed as well as the
iteration where the density was maximized, which requires only O(SR) space. From
these and the original relation R, our implementation restores the snapshot with max-
imum density in O(N |R|+ SR) time and returns it.

3.3. Complexity and Accuracy Analyses
The time and space complexities of M-ZOOM depend on the density measure used. We
assume that one of the density measures in Section 2.2, which satisfy Axiom 1, is used.

Theorem 1 (Time Complexity of M-ZOOM). Let L = maxn∈[N ] |Rn|. Then, if N =
O(logL), the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(kN |R| logL).

Proof. See Appendix B.1. �

As stated in Theorem 1, M-ZOOM scales linearly or sub-linearly with all aspects of
relation R as well as k, the number of subtensors we aim to find. This result is also
experimentally supported in Section 5.4.

Theorem 2 (Space Complexity of M-ZOOM). The space complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(kN |R|).

Proof. See Appendix B.2. �

M-ZOOM requires up to kN |R| space for storing k detected subtensors, as stated in
Theorem 2. However, since detected subtensors are usually far smaller than R, as seen
in Tables V , IV and VI in Section 5, actual space usage can be much less than kN |R|.

We show lower bounds on the densities of the subtensors found by M-ZOOM under
the assumption that ρari (Definition 1) is used as the density measure. Specifically,
we show that Algorithm 2 without size bounds is guaranteed to find a subtensor with
density at least 1/N of the density of the densest subtensor in the given relation (The-
orem 3). This means that each n-th subtensor returned by Algorithm 1 has density at
least 1/N of the density of the densest subtensor in R−

⋃n−1
i=1 (i-th subtensor).

Let B(r) be the relation B at the beginning of the r-th iteration of Algorithm 2 with
ρari as the density measure, and n(r) and a(r) be n− and a− in the same iteration. That
is, in the r-th iteration, value a(r) ∈ B

(r)

n(r) is removed from attribute An(r) .

Lemma 2. If a subtensor B′ satisfying MB′(a,n) ≥ c for every n ∈ [N ] and every a ∈ B′n
exists in R, there exists r satisfying MB(r)(a,n) ≥ c for every n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ B(r)

n .

Proof. See Appendix B.3. �

Theorem 3 (1/N -Approximation Guarantee for Problem 1). Given a relation R, let B∗
be the subtensor B ⊂ R with maximum ρari(B,R). Let B′ be the subtensor obtained by
Algorithm 2 without size bounds (i.e., Smin = 0 and Smax = SR). Then, ρari(B′,R) ≥
ρari(B

∗,R)/N .

Proof. From the maximality of B∗, ∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B∗n, MB∗(a,n) ≥ MB∗/SB∗ holds.
Otherwise, a contradiction would result since for n and a with MB∗(a,n) < MB∗/SB∗ ,

ρari(B
∗ −B∗(a, n),R) =

MB∗ −MB∗(a,n)

(SB∗ − 1)/N
>
MB∗ −MB∗/SB∗

(SB∗ − 1)/N
= ρari(B

∗,R).
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Consider B(r) where ∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B(r)
n , MB(r)(a,n) ≥ MB∗/SB∗ . Such B(r) exists

by Lemma 2. Then, MB(r) ≥ (SB(r)/N) (MB∗/SB∗) = (SB(r)/N)(ρari(B
∗,R)/N) holds.

Hence, ρari(B′,R) ≥ ρari(B(r),R) = MB(r)/(SB(r)/N) ≥ ρari(B∗,R)/N holds. �

Theorem 3 can be extended to cases where only a lower bound exists. In these cases,
the approximate factor is 1/(N + 1), as stated in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4 (1/(N + 1)-Approximation Guarantee for Problem 2). Given a relation R,
let B∗ be the subtensor B ⊂ R with maximum ρari(B,R) among the subtensors with size
at least Smin. Let B′ be the subtensor obtained by Algorithm 2 with the lower size bound
Smin (i.e., 1 ≤ Smin ≤ SR and Smax = SR). Then, ρari(B′,R) ≥ ρari(B∗,R)/(N + 1).

Proof. See Appendix B.4. �

4. PROPOSED METHOD: M-BIZ (MULTIDIMENSIONAL BI-DIRECTIONAL ZOOM)
In this section, we propose M-BIZ (Multidimensional Bi-directional Zoom), a dense-
subtensor detection algorithm complementary to and combinable with M-ZOOM, de-
scribed in the previous section. M-BIZ, which starts from a seed subtensor, adds or
removes attribute values and the corresponding tuples in a greedy way until the sub-
tensor reaches a local optimum, which is defined in Section 4.1. We present the details
of M-BIZ in Section 4.2 and its efficient implementation in Section 4.3. Then, we ana-
lyze the time complexity and accuracy guarantees of M-BIZ in Section 4.4.

4.1. Local Optimality
We give the definition of local optimality, which is a property satisfied by the subten-
sors found by M-BIZ. For this purpose, we first define the boundary of a subtensor B in
a tensor R as the set of tuples that do not belong to B but have N − 1 attribute values
composing B. That is, for each tuple t on the boundary, there exists a unique dimension
n ∈ N such that t[An] /∈ Bn, but for every i 6= n, t[Ai] ∈ Bi holds. Definition 5 gives a
formal definition of the boundary of B in R, which is denoted by ∂B,R.

Definition 5 (Boundary of a Subtensor). The boundary of a subtensor B in a relation
R is defined as

∂B,R := {t ∈ R−B : ∃n ∈ [N ] s.t. (t[An] /∈ Bn and ∀i ∈ [N ]− {n}, t[Ai] ∈ Bi)}.

For boundary ∂B,R, we use ∂B,R(a, n) = {t ∈ ∂B,R : t[An] = a} to denote the set
of tuples in ∂B,R that have value a for attribute An. Then, for each attribute value
a ∈ Rn − Bn, ∂B,R(a, n) is the set of tuples that are included in B if a is added to
Bn. Based on this concept, Definition 6 gives a formal definition of local optimality for
the case without size bounds (i.e., Smin = 0 and Smax = SR). A subtensor B is locally
optimal if adding or removing an attribute value does not increase the density of B.

Definition 6 (Local Optimality for Problem 1). Given a relation R, a subtensor B ⊂ R,
and a density measure ρ, B is a local optimum in R in terms of ρ without size bounds
if the following two conditions are met:

(1) ∀n ∈ [N ], @a ∈ Rn −Bn s.t. ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a, n),R) > ρ(B,R),
(2) ∀n ∈ [N ], @a ∈ Bn s.t. ρ(B−B(a, n),R) > ρ(B,R).

The concept of local optimality is naturally extended to cases with size bounds, as in
Definition 7. The subtensor B satisfying the size bounds is locally optimal if adding or
removing an attribute value does not increase the density of B or does not satisfy the
size bounds.
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Algorithm 4: find single subtensor in M-BIZ

Input : relation: R, density measure: ρ, lower size bound: Smin, upper size bound: Smax
Output: a dense subtensor

1 initialize B and {Bn}Nn=1 so that Smin ≤ SB ≤ Smax (either by Algorithm 2 or randomly)
2 ρ′ ← −∞
3 while ρ(B,R) > ρ′ do
4 ρ′, ρ+, ρ− ← ρ(B,R)
5 if SB ≤ Smax − 1 then B B can grow within the size bound
6 (n+, a+)← n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ Rn −Bn maximizing ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a, n),R)

7 ρ+ ← ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a+, n+),R)

8 if SB ≥ Smin + 1 then B B can shrink within the size bound
9 (n−, a−)← n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ Bn maximizing ρ(B−B(a, n),R)

10 ρ− ← ρ(B−B(a−, n−),R)

11 if ρ+ > ρ′ and ρ+ ≥ ρ− then B adding a+ to Bn+ increases ρ(B,R) most
12 Bn+ ← Bn+ ∪ {a+}
13 B← B ∪ ∂B,R(a+, n+)

14 else if ρ− > ρ′ then B removing a− from Bn− increases ρ(B,R) most
15 Bn− ← Bn− − {a−}
16 B← B−B(a−, n−)

17 return B

Definition 7 (Local Optimality for Problem 2). Given a tensor R, a subtensor B ⊂ R,
a density measure ρ, a lower size bound Smin, and an upper size bound Smax, B is a
local optimum in R in terms of ρ within size bound [Smin, Smax] if the following three
conditions are met:

(1) Smin ≤ SB ≤ Smax,
(2) ∀n ∈ [N ], @a ∈ Rn−Bn s.t. (ρ(B∪∂B,R(a, n),R) > ρ(B,R) and SB∪∂B,R(a,n) ≤ Smax),
(3) ∀n ∈ [N ], @a ∈ Bn s.t. (ρ(B−B(a, n),R) > ρ(B,R) and SB−B(a,n) ≥ Smin).

4.2. Algorithm
Having defined local optimality, we describe M-BIZ, which finds locally optimal dense
subtensors. The overall structure of M-BIZ is the same with that of M-ZOOM and is
described in Algorithm 1. However, M-BIZ and M-ZOOM differ significantly in the way
they find each dense subtensor.

Algorithm 4 and Figure 4 describe how M-BIZ finds a single dense subtensor from
the given relation R. The subtensor B is initialized so that it satisfies the given size
bounds, either by M-ZOOM (i.e., Algorithm 2) or randomly (line 1). The effects of the
initialization methods are investigated in Section 5.3. Starting from this B, M-BIZ
grows or shrinks B until it reaches a local optimum (lines 3-16). In each iteration,
M-BIZ finds a dimension n+ ∈ [N ] and a value a+ ∈ Rn −Bn, which are n ∈ [N ] and
a ∈ Rn−Bn maximizing ρ(B∪∂B,R(a, n),R) (i.e., density when the tuples with An = a
on the boundary are added to B) if B can grow satisfying the size bounds (lines 5-7).
Likewise, M-BIZ finds a dimension n− ∈ [N ] and a value a− ∈ Bn, which are n ∈ [N ]
and a ∈ Bn maximizing ρ(B − B(a, n),R) (i.e., density when the tuples with An = a
are removed from B) if B can shrink satisfying the size bounds (lines 8-10). If growing
B increases the density more than shrinking it, the attribute value a+ and the tuples
with An+ = a+ on the boundary are added to Bn+ and B, respectively (lines 11-13).
Likewise, if shrinking B increases the density more than growing it, the attribute
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Fig. 4: Pictorial description of Algorithm 4 with tensor R in Example 1. G: grow while
maximizing density, S: shrink while maximizing density. All the invisible entries of R
are zeros. We assume ρ = ρari, Smin = 0, and Smax = SR. If subtensor B is initialized
to the colored region of the top-left tensor, it changes following the red arrows (i.e., G
→ S → S). Notice that, in each stage, B either grows or shrinks so that ρari(B,R) is
maximized. If B reaches the colored the region of the top-right tensor, it is returned
since neither growing nor shrinking increases ρari(B,R).

value a− and the tuples with An− = a− are removed from Bn− and B, respectively
(lines 14-16). However, if the density of B does not increase by growing or shrinking
B, B reaches a local optimum and is returned (line 17).

4.3. Efficient Implementation of M-BIZ

We discuss an efficient implementation of M-BIZ focusing on greedy attribute-value
selection. Finding an attribute n ∈ [N ] and its value a ∈ Rn−Bn that maximize ρ(B∪
∂B,R(a, n),R) (line 6 of Algorithm 4) can be computationally expensive if all possible
attribute values (i.e., {(n, a) : n ∈ [N ], a ∈ Rn −Bn}) should be considered. However,
due to Axiom 1, which is assumed to be satisfied by considered density measures, the
number of candidates is reduced to N if M∂B,R(a,n) is known for each dimension n ∈ [N ]
and each attribute value a ∈ Rn −Bn. Lemma 3 formalizes this.

Lemma 3. If we add a value of attribute An to Bn, adding a ∈ Rn−Bn with maximum
M∂B,R(a,n) results in the highest density. Formally, for each n ∈ [N ],

M∂B,R(a′,n) ≥M∂B,R(a,n),∀a ∈ Rn −Bn

⇒ ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a′, n),R) ≥ ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a, n),R),∀a ∈ Rn −Bn.

Proof. Let B′ = B ∪ ∂B,R(a′, n) and B′′ = B ∪ ∂B,R(a, n). Then, |B′n| = |B′′n|,∀n ∈ [N ].
In addition, MB′ ≥ MB′′ since MB′ = MB + M∂B,R(a′,n) ≥ MB + M∂B,R(a,n) = MB′′ .
Hence, by Axiom 1, ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a′, n),R) ≥ ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a, n),R). �

By Lemma 3, if we let a+n be a ∈ Rn −Bn with maximum M∂B,R(a,n), we only have
to consider the dimension and attribute-value pairs in {(n, a+n ) : n ∈ [N ]} instead of
{(n, a) : n ∈ [N ], a ∈ Rn−Bn} to find the attribute value maximizing the density when
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Algorithm 5: Greedy Selection Using Min-Heap and Max-Heap in M-BIZ

Input : relation: R, current subtensor: B, density measure: ρ,
min-heaps: {Hmin

n }Nn=1, max-heaps: {Hmax
n }Nn=1

1 Function choose attribute value to add()
2 for each dimension n ∈ [N ] do
3 a+n ← a with maximum key in Hmax

n B key=M∂B,R(a,n)

4 n+ ← n ∈ [N ] maximizing ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a+n , n),R)

5 a+ ← a+
n+

6 return (n+, a+)

7 Function choose attribute value to delete()
8 for each dimension n ∈ [N ] do
9 a−n ← a with minimum key in Hmin

n B key=MB(a,n)

10 n− ← n ∈ [N ] maximizing ρ(B−B(a−n , n),R)

11 a− ← a−
n−

12 return (n−, a−)

13 Function update heaps for addition(n+, a+, ∂oldB,R(a
+, n+), ∂newB,R(a+, n+))

14 delete a+ from Hmax
n+

15 for each tuple t ∈ ∂oldB,R(a
+, n+) do

16 for each dimension n ∈ [N ]− {n+} do
17 increase the key of t[An] in Hmin

n by t[X] B key=MB(t[An],n)

18 for each tuple t ∈ ∂newB,R(a+, n+) do
19 n∗ ← n ∈ [N ]− {n+} where t[An] /∈ Bn

20 increase the key of t[An∗ ] in Hmax
n∗ by t[X] B key=M∂B,R(t[An∗ ],n

∗)

21 add a+ to Hmin
n+ with key=M∂old

B,R
(a+,n+)

22 Function update heaps for deletion(n−, a−, ∂oldB,R(a
−, n−), ∂newB,R(a−, n−))

23 delete a− from Hmin
n−

24 for each tuple t ∈ ∂oldB,R(a
−, n−) do

25 n∗ ← n ∈ [N ]− {n−} where t[An] /∈ Bn

26 decrease the key of t[An∗ ] in Hmax
n∗ by t[X] B key=M∂B,R(t[An∗ ],n

∗)

27 for each tuple t ∈ ∂newB,R(a−, n−) do
28 for each dimension n ∈ [N ]− {n−} do
29 decrease the key of t[An] in Hmin

n by t[X] B key=MB(t[An],n)

30 add a− to Hmax
n− with key=M∂new

B,R
(a−,n−)

it is added. Likewise, by Lemma 1, if we let a−n be a ∈ Bn with minimum MB(a,n), we
only have to consider the dimension and attribute-value pairs in {(n, a−n ) : n ∈ [N ]}
instead of {(n, a) : n ∈ [N ], a ∈ Bn} to find the attribute value maximizing density
when it is removed. To exploit these facts, our implementation of M-BIZ maintains a
max-heap and a min-heap for each attribute An where the key of each value a ∈ Rn −
Bn in the max-heap is M∂B,R(a,n) and the key of each value a ∈ Bn in the min-heap is
MB(a,n). These keys are updated whenever the tuples with the corresponding attribute
value are added to or removed from B or ∂B,R(a, n). The functions in Algorithm 5
describe in detail how to find the attribute value to be added or removed based on
these max-heaps and min-heaps and how to update keys in them.
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— choose attribute value to add: choose a dimension n+ ∈ [N ] and an attribute value
a+ ∈ Rn+ − Bn+ maximizing the density when the value is added to Bn+ . Note
that all promising dimension and value pairs (i.e., {(n, a+n )}Nn=1) are considered
(Lemma 3).

— choose attribute value to delete: choose a dimension n− ∈ [N ] and an attribute value
a− ∈ Bn− maximizing the density when the value is removed from Bn− . Note
that all promising dimension and value pairs (i.e., {(n, a−n )}Nn=1) are considered
(Lemma 1).

— update heaps for addition: update keys in the max-heaps and the min-heaps when
attribute value a+ is added to Bn+ . We use ∂oldB,R(a+, n+) to denote the set of tuples
with An+ = a+ on the boundary before the change. These tuples are excluded from
∂B,R and included in B by the change. We use ∂newB,R(a+, n+) to denote the set of
tuples with An+ = a+ on the boundary after the change.

— update heaps for deletion: update keys in the max-heaps and the min-heaps when
attribute value a− is removed from Bn− . We use ∂oldB,R(a−, n−) to denote the set of
tuples with An− = a− on the boundary before the change. These tuples are ex-
cluded from ∂B,R by the change. We use ∂newB,R(a−, n−) to denote the set of tuples
with An− = a− on the boundary after the change. These tuples are removed from B
by the change.

4.4. Complexity and Accuracy Analyses
In this section, we prove the time complexity of M-BIZ and the accuracy guarantees
provided by M-BIZ. Theorem 5 states that M-BIZ always converges to a local optimum.

Theorem 5 (Convergence and Local Optimality of M-BIZ). Algorithm 4 always termi-
nates, and the returned subtensor B is a local optimum in the given relation R in terms
of the given density measure ρ. That is, B satisfies the conditions in Definition 6, if there
is no size bound, and those in Definition 7, if there are size bounds.

Proof. Algorithm 4 always terminates since the possible states of B are finite and
ρ(B,R) strictly increases (otherwise the algorithm terminates) at each iteration. The
returned subtensor B is a local optimum since its local optimality is the termination
condition. �

Although the number of updates until convergence varies depending on initializa-
tion methods and density measures, for each update, M-BIZ needs to access only the
tuples with the updated attribute value, as formalized in Theorem 6. This is contrast
to CROSSSPOT [Jiang et al. 2015], which may need to access all tuples for an update.
Moreover, we experimentally show that the total running time of M-BIZ is linear or
sub-linear in all aspects of the relation R in Section 5.4. Regarding its space complex-
ity, M-BIZ has the same space complexity of M-ZOOM (see Theorem 2).

Theorem 6 (Time Complexity of M-BIZ). Let L = maxn∈[N ] |Rn|, and let a∗ ∈ Rn∗ be
the attribute value added to or removed from Bn∗ in an iteration of Algorithm 4. Then,
the iteration takes O(N |R(a∗, n∗)| logL).

Proof. See Appendix B.5. �

M-BIZ and M-ZOOM can be combined by using M-ZOOM as the initialization method
in M-BIZ. By doing so, their combination enjoys both the approximation bounds pro-
vided by M-ZOOM and the local optimality provided by M-BIZ, as stated in Theorem 7.
In addition, their combination shows higher accuracy then the individual methods in
practice, as shown in Section 5.3.
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Theorem 7 (Combination of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ). If Algorithm 2 is used as the ini-
tialization method, the subtensor returned by Algorithm 4 guarantees both the approx-
imation bounds in Algorithm 2 (see Theorems 3 and 4) and the local optimality in
Algorithm 4 (see Theorem 5).

Proof. Let B′ be the subtensor returned by Algorithm 2 and let B′′ be the subtensor
returned by Algorithm 4 when B′ is used as the initial subtensor. Since Algorithm 4
never decreases the density of the maintained subtensor, ρari(B′′,R) ≥ ρari(B

′,R)
holds, and thus approximation bounds satisfied by B′ are also satisfied by B′′. On the
other hand, the local optimality of B′′ is satisfied regardless of initialization methods,
as proven in Theorem 5. �

5. EXPERIMENTS
We designed and performed experiments to answer the following questions:

— Q1. How fast and accurately do M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detect dense subtensors from
real-world tensors?

— Q2. Are M-ZOOM and M-BIZ complementary? Is their combination more accurate
than each individual method?

— Q3. Do M-ZOOM and M-BIZ scale linearly with all aspects of data?
— Q4. Do M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detect many distinct dense subtensors from real-world

tensors?
— Q5. Which anomalies or fraud do M-ZOOM and M-BIZ spot from real-world tensors?

In addition to the above questions, we analyze the effects of α in entry surplus ρes(α)
on sutensors detected by our algorithms in Appendix C.2.

5.1. Experimental Settings
Machines: All experiments were conducted on a machine with 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon
E7-8837 CPUs and 1TB RAM.
Datasets: We used diverse real-world tensor datasets, summarized in Table III. They
are grouped as follows:

— Temporal social networks: Youtube(user, user, date, 1) [Mislove et al. 2007] rep-
resents who became a friend of whom when on Youtube. SMS(user, user, timestamp,
#messages) represents who sent text messages to whom, when, and how many times
in a large Asian city.

— Behavior logs: StackO.(user, post, timestamp, 1) [Kunegis 2013] represents
who marked which post as favorite when on Stack Overflow. KoWiki(user, page,
timestamp, #revisions) and EnWiki(user, page, timestamp, #revisions) represent who
revised which page, when, and how many times on Korean Wikipedia and English
Wikipedia, respectively.

— Ratings: Yelp(user, business, date, score, 1), Android(user, app, date, score, 1)
[McAuley et al. 2015], Netflix(user, movie, date, score, 1) [Bennett and Lanning
2007], and YahooM.(user, item, date, score, 1) [Dror et al. 2012] represent who gave
which score, when, and to which business, app, movie, and item on Yelp, Amazon,
Netflix, and Yahoo Music, respectively.

— TCP dumps: From TCP dump data for a typical U.S. Air Force LAN, we created
a relation AirForce(protocol, service, flag, src-bytes, dst-bytes, counts, srv-counts,
#connections). See Appendix C.1 for the description of each attribute.

Timestamps are in hours in all the datasets.
Implementations and Parameter Settings: We compared M-ZOOM and M-BIZ
with CROSSSPOT [Jiang et al. 2015], CP Decomposition (CPD) [Kolda and Bader 2009]
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Table III: Summary of real-world datasets. M: Million, K: Thousand. The under-
lined attributes are composite primary keys.

Name Schema Volume #Tuples

Temporal Social Network

Youtube (user, user, date, 1) 3.22M × 3.22M × 203 18.7M
SMS (user, user, timestamp, #messages) 1.25M × 7.00M ×4.39K 103M

Behavior Logs

StackO. (user, post, timestamp, 1) 545K × 96.7K × 1.15K 1.30M
KoWiki (user, page, timestamp, #revisions) 470K × 1.18M × 101K 11.0M
EnWiki (user, page, timestamp, #revisions) 44.1M × 38.5M × 129K 483M

Ratings

Yelp (user, business, date, score, 1) 552K × 77.1K × 3.80K × 5 2.23M
Android (user, app, date, score, 1) 1.32M × 61.3K × 1.28K × 5 2.64M
Netflix (user, movie, date, score, 1) 480K × 17.8K × 2.18K × 5 99.1M
YahooM. (user, item, date, score, 1) 1.00M × 625K × 84.4K × 101 253M

TCP Dumps

AirForce
(protocol, service, flag, src-bytes, 3 × 70 × 11 × 7.20K ×

21.5K × 512 × 512 648Kdst-bytes, counts, srv-counts,
#connections)

(see Appendix A for details), and MultiAspectForensics (MAF) [Maruhashi et al. 2011].
Methods only applicable to graphs [Hooi et al. 2017; Prakash et al. 2010; Shin et al.
2016a] were excluded from comparison. M-ZOOM, M-BIZ, and CROSSSPOT2 were im-
plemented in Java, while Tensor Toolbox [Bader and Kolda 2007], which gives the
state-of-the-art implementations of tensor decomposition, was used for CPD and MAF.
Although CROSSSPOT was originally designed to maximize ρsusp, it can be extended to
other density measures. These variants were used depending on the density measure
compared in each experiment. In addition, we used CPD as the seed-subtensor selec-
tion method of CROSSSPOT, which outperformed HOSVD used in [Jiang et al. 2015] in
terms of both speed and accuracy. For M-BIZ, we used M-ZOOM as the seed-subtensor
selection method unless otherwise stated. The parameter α in ρes(α) was set to 1 unless
otherwise stated.

5.2. Q1. Running Time and Accuracy of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

We compare the speed of the considered methods and the densities of the subtensors
found by the methods in real-world datasets. Specifically, we measured time taken to
find three subtensors and the maximum density among the three subtensors. Figure 5
shows the results with different density measures in YahooM. and SMS datasets. M-
ZOOM and M-BIZ clearly provided the best trade-off between speed and accuracy in
both datasets regardless of density measures. For example, when ρari was used as
the density measure, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ were 114 times faster than CROSSSPOT,
while detecting subtensors with similar densities. Compared with CPD, our methods
detected 2 times denser subtensors 2.8 times faster. Although the results are not in-
cluded in Figure 5, MAF found several orders of magnitude sparser subtensors than
the other methods, with speed similar to that of CPD. As seen in Figure 11 in Ap-

2We referred the open-sourced implementation at http://github.com/mjiang89/CrossSpot.
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Fig. 5: Only M-ZOOM and M-BIZ achieve both speed and accuracy. In each plot,
points represent the speed of different methods and the highest density of the three
subtensors found by the methods. Upper-left region indicates better performance. M-
ZOOM and M-BIZ give the best trade-off between speed and density regardless of used
density measures. Specifically, they are up to 114× faster than CROSSSPOT with sim-
ilarly dense subtensors. Similar results are obtained also in other datasets, as seen in
Figure 11 in Appendix C.4.

pendix C.4, our methods gave the best trade-off between speed and accuracy regardless
of density measures also in most of the other datasets.

5.3. Q2. Complementarity of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

We show that the combination of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ is more accurate than the in-
dividual methods. In Figure 6, the accuracies of M-BIZ using random seed tensors,
M-ZOOM, and their combination (i.e., M-BIZ using M-ZOOM for seed-subtensor se-
lection) are compared. As seen in Figures 6(a)-(d), the combined method detected up
to 27% denser subtensors than the best individual method. Moreover, the combined
method achieved high accuracy regardless of density measures, while the accuracies
of the individual methods depended on density measures, as shown in Figures 6(e)-(h).

5.4. Q3. Scalability of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

We experimentally demonstrate the scalability of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ. Specifically,
we measured the scalability of them with regard to the number of tuples, the number
of attributes, the cardinalities of attributes, and the number of subtensors we aim to
find. We started with finding one subtensor in a randomly generated 10 millions tuples
with three attributes each of whose cardinality is 100 thousands. Then, we measured
the running times by changing one factor at a time while fixing the others. As seen in
Figure 7, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ scaled linearly with the number of tuples, the number
of attributes, and the number of subtensors we aim to find. Moreover, M-ZOOM and M-
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Fig. 6: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ are complementary. (a)-(d) their combination (i.e.,
M-BIZ using M-ZOOM for seed-subtensor selection) achieves up to 27% higher accu-
racy than the individual methods. (e)-(h) the combined method achieves high accuracy
regardless of density measures, while the accuracies of the individual methods depend
on density measures.
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Fig. 7: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ are scalable. M-ZOOM and M-BIZ scale linearly or
sub-linearly with the number of tuples, the number of attributes, the cardinalities of
attributes, and the number of subtensors we aim to find.

BIZ scaled sub-linearly with the cardinalities of attributes, as shown mathematically
in Theorems 1 and 6. Although ρsusp was used for the results in Figure 7, similar
trends were obtained regardless of density measures.

5.5. Q4. Diversity of Subtensors Found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

We compare the diversity of dense subtensors found by each method. The ability to
detect many distinct dense subtensors is important since distinct subtensors may indi-
cate different anomalies or fraud. We define the diversity as the average dissimilarity
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Fig. 8: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detect many distinct dense subtensors. The dense
subtensors found by M-ZOOM, M-BIZ, and CPD have high diversity, while the dense
subtensors found by CROSSSPOT tend to be almost the same. Here, arithmetic average
mass (ρari) is used as the density measure. Similar results are obtained with the other
density measures, as seen in Figure 10 in Appendix C.3.

Table IV: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detect bot activities in English Wikipedia. The
table lists the three subtensors detected by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in EnWiki Dataset.

Method Order Volume Mass Density (ρgeo) Anomaly Type

M-ZOOM
1 1×1,585×6,733 1.93M 8,772 Bot activities
2 8×12×67.9K 2.43M 13.0K Bot activities
3 1×1×90 17.6K 3,933 Bot activities

M-BIZ
(random seed)

1 4×3,909×15.2K 3.75M 6,062 Bot activities
2 8×13×73.7K 2.56M 13.0K Bot activities
3 2,635 × 29.3K × 87.9K 42.4M 2,240 -

M-BIZ
(M-ZOOM seed)

1 1×2,151×6,811 2.20M 8,978 Bot activities
2 8×12×70.3K 2.47M 13.1K Bot activities
3 1×1×146 21.2K 4,021 Bot activities

between the pairs of subtensors, and the dissimilarity of each pair is defined as

dissimilarity(B,B′) = 1−
∑N
n=1 |Bn ∩B′n|∑N
n=1 |Bn ∪B′n|

.

The average diversity among the three subtensors found by each method using ρari
as the density measure is shown in Figure 8. In all the datasets, M-ZOOM, M-BIZ,
and CPD successfully detected distinct dense subtensors. CROSSSPOT, however, found
the same subtensor repeatedly or subtensors with slight difference, even when it used
different seed-subtensor selection methods. Similar results were obtained when the
other density measures were used instead of ρari, as seen in Figure 10 in Appendix C.3.

5.6. Q5. Anomaly/Fraud Detection by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in Real-world Data
We demonstrate the effectiveness of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ for anomaly and fraud de-
tection by analyzing dense subtensors detected by them in real-world datasets.

M-ZOOM and M-BIZ spot bot activities in English Wikipedia. Table V lists the
three dense subtensors found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in EnWiki Dataset. All the sub-
tensors detected by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed) and two subtensors detected
by M-BIZ (random seed) indicate the activities of bots, which changed the same pages
hundreds of thousands of times. Figure 1(d) lists the bots and the pages changed by
the bots corresponding to the second subtensor found by all the methods. M-BIZ (M-
ZOOM seed) detected the periods of the bot activities more accurately than M-ZOOM
and M-BIZ (random seed) resulting in subtensors with higher density.
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Table V: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed) detect edit wars in Korean
Wikipedia. The table lists the three subtensors detected by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in
KoWiki Dataset.

Method Order Volume Mass Density (ρari) Anomaly Type

M-ZOOM
1 2×2×2 546 273.0 Edit war
2 2×2×3 574 246.0 Edit war
3 11×10×16 2305 186.9 Edit war

M-BIZ
(random seed)

1 8,838×41.1K×52.5K 4.77M 139.7 -
2 18.6K×117K×80.3K 7.06M 98.12 -
3 35.3K×157K×71.1K 5.15M 58.66 -

M-BIZ
(M-ZOOM seed)

1 2×2×3 638 273.4 Edit war
2 2×2×3 574 246.0 Edit war
3 11×10×20 2621 191.8 Edit war

Table VI: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ identify network attacks with near-perfect ac-
curacy. The five dense subtensors found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in AirForce Dataset
are composed mostly by network attacks. The fourth and fifth subtensors found by
M-ZOOM are merged into the fourth subtensor found by M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed).

Method Order Volume Density # Connections # Attacks Attack Type(ρgeo) (Ratio)

M-ZOOM

1 2 2.05M 2.26M 2.26M (100%) Smurf
2 1 263K 263K 263K (100%) Smurf
3 8.15K 263K 952K 952K (99.9%) Neptune
4 1.05M 153K 1.11M 1.06M (95.2%) Neptune
5 287K 134K 807K 807K (99.9%) Neptune

M-BIZ
(random seed)

1 8 1.88M 2.53M 2.53M (100%) Smurf
2 8.65K 264K 963K 963K (99.9%) Neptune
3 1.16M 149K 1.09M 1.04M (95.0%) Neptune
4 24.8B 23.1K 706K 176K (24.9%) Smurf
5 1.28T 19.2K 1.03M 446K (43.2%) Smurf

M-BIZ
(M-ZOOM seed)

1 2 2.05M 2.26M 2.26M (100%) Smurf
2 8.65K 264K 963K 963K (99.9%) Neptune
3 1 263K 263K 263K (100%) Smurf
4 1.12M 153K 1.12M 1.06M (95.1%) Neptune
5 173K 108K 604K 494K (81.8%) Smurf

M-ZOOM and M-BIZ spot edit wars in Korean Wikipedia. Table V lists the
three dense subtensors found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in KoWiki Dataset. As seen in
Figure 1(c), which visualizes the third subtensor found by M-BIZ, all the subtensors
detected by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed) indicate edit wars. That is, users
with conflicting opinions revised the same set of pages hundreds of times within sev-
eral hours. The subtensors detected by M-ZOOM were extended by M-BIZ (M-ZOOM
seed) so that they indicate more accurate periods of the edit wars and thus have higher
density. However, M-BIZ (random seed) failed to accruately spot anomalies. The sub-
tensors returned by M-BIZ (random seed) were larger but sparser than the subtensors
detected by the other methods.

M-ZOOM and M-BIZ spot network intrusions. Table VI lists the five dense sub-
tensors found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ in AirForce Dataset. Based on the provided
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Table VII: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ identify network attacks more accurately than
their competitors.

Method Density Measure Area Under ROC Curve
(AUC)

CPD [Kolda and Bader 2009] ρsusp 0.85
MAF [Maruhashi et al. 2011] ρsusp 0.91

CrossSpot (CPD Seed) [Jiang et al. 2015] ρsusp 0.92
CrossSpot (Random Seed) [Jiang et al. 2015] ρgeo 0.93

M-BIZ (Random Seed) ρgeo 0.95
M-BIZ (M-ZOOM Seed) [Proposed] ρgeo 0.98

M-ZOOM [Proposed] ρgeo 0.98

ground-truth labels, most of the connections composing the subtensors were attacks.
This indicates that malicious connections form dense subtensors due to the similar-
ity in their behaviors. Based on this observation, we could accurately separate normal
connections and attacks based on the densities of the subtensors they belong (i.e., the
denser the densest subtensor including a connection is, the more suspicious the connec-
tion is). Especially, we got the highest AUC (Area Under the Curve) 0.98 with M-ZOOM
and M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed), as shown in Table VII and the ROC curve in Figure 1(b).
This is since M-ZOOM and M-BIZ (M-ZOOM seed) detect many different dense subten-
sors accurately, as shown in the previous experiments. For each method, we used the
best density measure that led to the highest AUC, which is listed in Table VII.

6. RELATED WORK
Dense Subgraph/Submatrix/Subtensor Detection. The densest subgraph prob-
lem, the problem of finding the subgraph that maximizes average degree, has been ex-
tensively studied in theory (see [Lee et al. 2010] for a survey). The two major directions
are max-flow based exact algorithms [Goldberg 1984; Khuller and Saha 2009] and
greedy algorithms [Charikar 2000; Khuller and Saha 2009] giving a 1/2-approximation
to the densest subgraph. The latter direction has been extended to streaming settings
[Epasto et al. 2015; McGregor et al. 2015; Bhattacharya et al. 2015] as well as dis-
tributed settings [Bahmani et al. 2012; Bahmani et al. 2014]. Variants allow for size
restrictions [Andersen and Chellapilla 2009], providing a 1/3-approximation to the
densest subgraph for the lower bound case. Variants also allow for multiple dense-
subgraph detection [Balalau et al. 2015; Galbrun et al. 2016] or more general density
measures, such as edge surplus [Tsourakakis et al. 2013]. A related line of research
deals with dense submatrices (or subtensors) in binary matrices (or tensors) where the
definition of density is designed for the purpose of frequent itemset mining [Seppänen
and Mannila 2004] or formal concept mining [Cerf et al. 2008; Ignatov et al. 2013].

Anomaly/Fraud Detection based on Dense Subgraphs. Spectral approaches
make use of eigendecomposition or SVD of adjacency matrices for dense-subgraph de-
tection. Such approaches have been used to spot anomalous pattens in a patent graph
[Prakash et al. 2010], lockstep followers in a social network [Jiang et al. 2014b], and
stealthy or small-scale attacks in social networks [Shah et al. 2014]. Other approaches
include NETPROBE [Pandit et al. 2007], which used belief propagation to detect fraud-
accomplice bipartite cores in an auction network, and COPYCATCH [Beutel et al. 2013],
which used one-class clustering and sub-space clustering to identify ‘Like’ boosting on
Facebook. In addition, ODDBALL [Akoglu et al. 2010] spotted near-cliques in a graph
of posts in blogs based on egonet features. Recently, FRAUDAR [Hooi et al. 2017] and
CORESCOPE [Shin et al. 2016a], which generalize densest subgraph-detection meth-
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ods so that the suspiciousness of each node and edge can be incorporated, spotted
follower-buying services on Twitter.

Anomaly/Fraud Detection based on Dense Subtensors. Spectral methods for
dense subgraphs can be extended to tensors where tensor decomposition, such as CP
Decomposition and HOSVD [Kolda and Bader 2009], is used to spot dense subtensors
(see Appendix A). MAF [Maruhashi et al. 2011], which is based on CP Decomposition,
detected dense subtensors corresponding to port-scanning activities from network traf-
fic logs. Another approach is CROSSSPOT [Jiang et al. 2015], which spotted retweet
boosting in Weibo, outperforming HOSVD. CROSSSPOT starts from a seed subtensor
and updates the values in one attribute of the subtensor at a time, while fixing the
values of the other attributes, until ρsusp (see Definition 4) converges. CROSSSPOT,
however, was up to 114× slower than M-BIZ, as shown in Section 5.2, since each step
in CROSSSPOT involves sorting all the values of the updated attribute and accessing a
large number of tuples. These costs, however, are avoided in M-BIZ, which maintains
and updates heaps for attribute values inside or on the boundary of the maintained
dense subtensor (see Theorem 6).

Our M-ZOOM and M-BIZ non-trivially generalize theoretical results regarding
the densest subgraph problem, especially [Andersen and Chellapilla 2009] and
[Tsourakakis et al. 2013], for supporting tensors, various density measures, size bound,
and multi-subtensor detection. As seen in Table I, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ provide more
functionalities than the other methods for detecting dense subgraphs and/or sub-
tensors. Recently, M-ZOOM was extended to the external-memory, distributed, and
streaming settings [Shin et al. 2017a; Shin et al. 2017b].

7. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose M-ZOOM and M-BIZ, complementary and combinable algo-
rithms for fast and accurate dense-subtensor detection. They have the following ad-
vantages over state-of-the-art methods:

— Scalable: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ are up to 114× faster than competitors with sim-
ilar accuracy (Figure 5) due to their near-linear scalability with all input factors
(Figure 7).

— Provably accurate: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ guarantee the approximation bounds
and the local optimality of the subtensors they find, respectively (Theorems 3, 5,
and 7). In addition, they show high accuracy in real-world tensors (Figure 5).

— Flexible: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ support high-order tensors, various density mea-
sures, multi-subtensor detection, and size bounds (Table I).

— Effective: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detected network attacks from a TCP dump with
near-perfect accuracy (AUC=0.98). They also successfully detected edit wars and
bot activities in Wikipedia (Tables IV-VII).

Reproducibility: The source code and data used in the paper are available at http:
//www.cs.cmu.edu/∼kijungs/codes/mzoom/.

APPENDIX
A. CP DECOMPOSITION (CPD)
In a graph, dense subgraphs lead to high singular values of the adjacency matrix [Shah
et al. 2014]. The singular vectors corresponding to the high singular values roughly
indicate which nodes form the dense subgraphs. This idea can be extended to tensors,
where dense subtensors are captured by components in CP Decomposition [Kolda and
Bader 2009]. Let A(1) ∈ R|R1|×k, A(2) ∈ R|R2|×k, ..., A(N) ∈ R|RN |×k be the factor
matrices obtained by the rank-k CP Decomposition of R. For each i ∈ [k], we form
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a subtensor with every attribute value an whose corresponding element in the i-th
column of A(n) is at least 1/

√
|Rn|.

B. PROOFS
B.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. In Algorithm 3, lines 1-4 take O(N) for all the considered density measures (i.e.,
ρari, ρgeo, ρsusp, and ρes(α)) if we maintain and update aggregated values (e.g., MB , SB ,
and VB) instead of computing ρ(B−B(a−n , n),R) from scratch every time. In addition,
line 5 takes O(log |Rn− |) and line 8 takes O(1) if we use Fibonacci heaps. Algorithm 2,
whose computational bottleneck is line 7, has time complexity O(N |R|+N

∑N
n=1 |Rn|+∑N

n=1 |Rn| log |Rn|) since lines 1-4 of Algorithm 3 are executed SR =
∑N
n=1 |Rn| times,

line 5 is executed |Rn− | times for each n− ∈ [N ], and line 8 is executed N |R| times.
Algorithm 1, whose computational bottleneck is line 4, has time complexity O(kN |R|+
kN

∑N
n=1 |Rn|+ k

∑N
n=1 |Rn| log |Rn|) since Algorithm 2 is executed k times. From L =

maxn∈[N ] |Rn|, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 becomes O(kN(|R|+NL+L logL)).
Since N = O(logL) (by assumption) and L ≤ |R| (by definition), |R| + NL + L logL =
O(|R| logL). Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(kN |R| logL). �

B.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Algorithm 2 requires O(N |R|) space for R and B; and O(

∑N
n=1 |Rn|) space for

min-heaps and the order by which attribute values are removed, as explained in Sec-
tion 3.2. The sum is O(N |R|+

∑N
n=1 |Rn|) = O(N |R|) since |Rn| ≤ |R|, ∀n ∈ [N ]. Since

Algorithm 1 requires additional O(kN |R|) space for storing k subtensors it finds, its
space complexity is O(N |R|+ kN |R|) = O(kN |R|). �

B.3. Proof of Lemma 2
Let B(r) be the relation B at the beginning of the r-th iteration of Algorithm 2 with
ρari as the density measure. Then, let n(r) and a(r) be n− and a− in the same iteration.
That is, in the r-th iteration, value a(r) ∈ B

(r)

n(r) is removed from attribute An(r) .

Lemma 4. n(r) ∈ [N ] and a(r) ∈ B(r)
n are n ∈ [N ] and a ∈ B(r)

n minimizing
mass(B(r)(a, n)).

Proof. By line 7 of Algorithm 2, ρari(B(r)−B(r)(a(r), n(r)),R) ≥ ρari(B(r)−B(r)(a, n),R),
∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B(r)

n . From this, we have

mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r))) = mass(B(r))−mass(B(r) −B(r)(a(r), n(r)))

= mass(B(r))− ρari(B(r) −B(r)(a(r), n(r)),R)
size(B(r))− 1

N

≤ mass(B(r))− ρari(B(r) −B(r)(a, n),R)
size(B(r))− 1

N

= mass(B(r))−mass(B(r) −B(r)(a, n)) = mass(B(r)(a, n)).

�

Proof of Lemma 2.
Proof. Let r be the first iteration in Algorithm 2 where a(r) ∈ B′n(r) . Since B(r) ⊃ B′,
mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r))) ≥ mass(B′(a(r), n(r))) ≥ c. By Lemma 4, ∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B(r)

n ,
mass(B(r)(a, n)) ≥ mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r))) ≥ c. �
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B.4. Proof of Theorem 4
Let B(r) be the relation B at the beginning of the r-th iteration of Algorithm 2 with
ρari as the density measure. Then, let n(r) and a(r) be n− and a− in the same iteration.
That is, in the r-th iteration, value a(r) ∈ B

(r)

n(r) is removed from attribute An(r) .

Lemma 5. For any α ∈ [0, 1], there exists a subtensor B′ satisfying ∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B′n,
mass(B′(a, n)) ≥ α · ρari(R,R)/N and mass(B′) ≥ (1− α) ·mass(R).

Proof. Let s be the first iteration in Algorithm 2 where mass(B(s)(a(s), n(s))) ≥ α ·
ρari(R,R)/N . Such s exists, otherwise

mass(R) =
∑size(R)

r=1
mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r))) <

α · ρari(R,R)

N
size(R) = α ·mass(R),

which is a contradiction. Then,

mass(R) =
∑size(R)

r=1
mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r)))

=
∑s−1

r=1
mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r))) +

∑size(R)

r=s
mass(B(r)(a(r), n(r)))

≤ (s− 1) · α · ρari(R,R)/N +mass(B(s))

≤ α · size(R) · ρari(R,R)/N +mass(B(s)) = α ·mass(R) +mass(B(s)).

Thus, mass(B(s)) ≥ (1− α) ·mass(R). �

Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. Let α = N/(N+1). By Lemma 5, there exists a subtensor B̄ ⊂ B∗ satisfying ∀n ∈
[N ], ∀a ∈ B̄n,mass(B̄(a, n)) ≥ α·ρari(B∗,B∗)/N = α·ρari(B∗,R)/N andmass(B̄) ≥ (1−
α)·mass(B∗). Let s be the first iteration of Algorithm 2 where a(s) ∈ B̄n(s) . By Lemma 4
and B(s) ⊃ B̄, we have ∀n ∈ [N ], ∀a ∈ B(s)

n , mass(B(s)(a, n)) ≥ mass(B(s)(a(s), n(s))) ≥
mass(B̄(a(s), n(s))) ≥ α · ρari(B∗,R)/N and mass(B(s)) ≥ (1− α) ·mass(B∗).
If size(B(s)) ≥ Smin,

ρari(B
′,R) ≥ ρari(B(s),R) =

mass(B(s))

size(B(s))/N

=

∑
n∈[N ]

∑
a∈B(s)

n
mass(B(s)(a, n))

size(B(s))
≥ α · size(B(s))ρari(B

∗,R)/N

size(B(s))
=
ρari(B

∗,R)

N + 1
.

If size(B(s)) < Smin, we consider B(q) where size(B(q)) = Smin and thus q < s. Then,

ρari(B
′,R) ≥ ρari(B(q),R) =

mass(B(q))

size(B(q))/N
≥ mass(B(s))

size(B(q))/N

≥ (1− α) ·mass(B∗)
size(B(q))/N

=
mass(B∗)/(N + 1)

Smin/N
≥ mass(B∗)/(N + 1)

size(B∗)/N
=
ρari(B

∗,R)

N + 1
.

Hence, regardless of size(B(s)), we have ρari(B′,R) ≥ ρari(B∗,R)/(N + 1). �

We remark that the above proof of Theorem 4 is a multi-dimensional generalization
of the proof of Theorem 1 in [Andersen and Chellapilla 2009].
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Fig. 9: Subtensors detected by M-BIZ are configurable by adjusting α in ρes(α).
With high α values, M-BIZ detects relatively small compact subtensors. With small α
values, however, M-BIZ detects relatively large sparse subtensors.

B.5. Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. The functions choose attribute value to add and choose attribute value to
delete in Algorithm 5 take O(N) since, for all the considered density measures (i.e.,
ρari, ρgeo, ρsusp, and ρes(α)), computing ρ(B ∪ ∂B,R(a+n , n),R) or ρ(B − B(a−n , n),R)
takes O(1) if we maintain and update aggregated values (e.g., MB , SB , and VB) in-
stead of computing them from scratch. The functions update heaps for addition and
update heaps for deletion in Algorithm 5 take O(N |R(a∗, n∗)| logL) since the number
of key updates is at most N |R(a∗, n∗)| and each update takes O(logL).

The overall time complexity of an iteration in Algorithm 4 is O(N |R(a∗, n∗)| logL).
This is because (1) each function in Algorithm 5, which takes O(N |R(a∗, n∗)| logL), is
called at most once, and (2) the remaining parts of the iteration take O(N |R(a∗, n∗)|).

�

C. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS
C.1. AirForce Dataset
The descriptions of the attributes in AirForce Dataset are as follows:

— protocol (A1): type of protocol (e.g. tcp, udp, etc.)
— service (A2): type of network service on destination (e.g., http, telnet, etc)
— flag (A3): normal or error status of each connection
— src-bytes (A4): amount of data bytes from source to destination
— dst-bytes (A5): amount of data bytes from destination to source
— counts (A6): number of connections to the same host in the past two seconds
— srv-counts (A7): number of connections to the same service in the past two seconds
— #connections (X): number of connections with the corresponding dimension at-

tribute values.

C.2. Effect of α in Entry Surplus on Detected Subtensors
We show that subtensors detected by our methods are configurable by adjusting α in
entry surplus ρes(α). Figure 9 shows the volumes and average entry values of the sub-
tensors found by M-BIZ in real-world datasets when ρes(α) was used as the density
measure. With large α values, M-BIZ tended to detect relatively small compact sub-
tensors. However, with small α values, M-BIZ tended to detect relatively large sparse
subtensors. Similar results were obtained with M-ZOOM.
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Fig. 10: M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detect many distinct dense subtensors regard-
less of used density measures. The dense subtensors found by M-ZOOM, M-BIZ,
and CPD have high diversity in all datasets, while the dense subtensors found by
CROSSSPOT are almost the same in many datasets.

C.3. Diversity of Subtensors Found by M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

Figure 10 shows the diversity (see Section 5.5 for the definition) of the subtensors
found by each method with different density measures. As explained in Section 5.5,
M-ZOOM, M-BIZ, and CPD successfully detected distinct dense subtensors, while
CROSSSPOT tended to find the same subtensor repeatedly or subtensors with slight
difference.

C.4. Running Time and Accuracy of M-ZOOM and M-BIZ

Figure 11 shows the speed and accuracy of each dense-subtensor detection method in
real-world datasets. As explained in Section 5.2, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ provided the
best trade-off between speed and accuracy regardless of density measures, in most
datasets. Especially, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ detected denser subtensors up to 54 × faster
than CROSSSPOT when ρari was used as the density measure.
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Fig. 11: Only M-ZOOM and M-BIZ achieve both speed and accuracy. In each
plot, points represent the speed of different methods and the highest density of the
three subtensors found by the methods. Upper-left region indicates better perfor-
mance. In most datasets, M-ZOOM and M-BIZ give the best trade-off between speed
and density regardless of density measures.
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